
Accident Avoidance in Paddling 

Paddling is far from a risk free sport.  One look at the American Whitewater Safety Database and you 
will see we average roughly 70 reported accidents each year.  Fortunately, most accidents can be 
avoided via: 

• Careful Trip Planning 
• Well maintained and suitable equipment 
• Strong situational awareness 
• Physical fitness & training 
• Sound judgment 

When an accident does take place, your ability to mitigate damages is mainly through: 

• Rescue Training – I strongly recommend taking a SWR Course every couple of years 
• First Aid – Get certified and maintain every two years 
• Proper rescue equipment and a well-stocked First Aid Kit 
• Communications like your cell phone 

The Team River Runner website under chapter resources has many articles on planning, equipment, 
maintenance, Safety & Rescue, and First Aid.  This article will address some of these other risk 
mitigations.  

Situation Awareness 
 When we first start paddling, we have a narrow and short field of vision.  For many, this may only be a 
boat length of two in front of them.  When working with new paddlers, have them lead on easier rapids 
to build self-confidence and break the all too common habit of following other’s lines instead of thinking 
for themselves.  Following too close places themselves and others in significant jeopardy as there isn’t 
adequate space for reaction time which eventually leads to accidents. 

As we gain more boat control skills, we get far more comfortable using our hips as shock absorbers and 
to maintain balance.  Along with this level of skills, our downstream vision increases from a few yards to 
eventually entire rapids which may be in excess of 100 yards.  Strainers, pinning rocks, bad hydraulics, 
etc. are recognized with adequate time to maneuver away from them.  At this stage of your paddling 
career, I highly recommend running a wide variety of rivers at your comfortable skill level.  Many 
paddlers stick to very few runs which inhibits learning to read a wide variety of whitewater features.   

The next stage of development is trip leading and running in the scout position.  Both these roles place a 
premium on planning, judgment, and peripheral vision.  Up to now we have concentrated on looking 
downstream along the route you planned to run.  What happens if you miss your line or discover an 
underwater hazard like a submerged log?  Periodic scanning both sides of your line along with quick 
evaluations give you lots of options.  Experienced paddlers navigate rapids catching lots of eddies.  
Besides providing valuable safe breaks, eddies also make it easy to scout many alternate lines.   

Another aspect of situational awareness is evaluation of other factors like weather, rising or falling 
water levels, the condition of your fellow paddlers, trip progress, etc.  All these factors are crucial in 
Safety and risk management. 
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Judgment 
Many young and athletic individuals see their paddling skills improve rapidly.  Sadly, this can lead to over 
confidence and taking risks they might not be prepared for.  It takes time and a wide variety of venues 
to reach the level of I can nail that line nearly every time even with the myriad of surprises Mother 
Nature throws at us.  Sadly, many starting this sport that haven’t had suitable training are unaware of 
more subtle risks and how to recognize them.   

Many older paddlers take on unacceptable risk as well.  As we get older, our reaction time, balance, 
strength start to diminish.  Yes, extensive experience helps to mitigate but only so much.  It’s tough for 
many in their 50’s to maintain adequate fitness when they have been working at desk jobs for most of 
their lives.  Eventually we all need to dial back and that can be a bitter pill to swallow.  On the plus side, 
you can help many younger paddlers introducing them to many of your favorite runs.   

Older paddlers may also hang on to outdated gear that might not be safe.  Besides maintaining physical 
fitness, it pays to inspect all gear annually and replace items that may no longer provide suitable safety.  
Play very close attention to helmets and life jackets.  Equipment failures are still rather common and can 
lead to nasty surprises.   

Most bad accidents are an accumulation of bad decisions.  Each individual decision is easy to recover 
from but when combined, they tend to multiply the chances for bad outcomes.  Whenever an incident 
takes place: STOP  EVALUATE  PROCEED.  Example, someone takes a long swim.  No big deal, we 
performed a reasonable rescue.  What caused the spill?  Are they tired?  Was there an equipment issue?  
Are they showing signs of hypothermia?  Do they have any injuries?  Now that you have performed a full 
assessment, you can implement mitigations to avoid a repeat like pairing them with two other 
experienced paddlers.   

Many paddlers don’t want to be a burden to others.  They may be embarrassed by the unexpected 
swim.  I carry a skull cap in my PFD pocket, and it has been used by many other the years because it was 
quickly available.   

All swims in long rapids should be addressed with a high priority.  Flush drowning is the number one 
cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers and can happen quickly.  Swimmers lack the ability to see 
downstream and are at a far higher risk of getting snagged on strainers.  Concentrate on the person first, 
then the boat and paddle.   

Learn the warning signs of fear: 

• Analysis Paralysis – Many choose to wait until everyone else has run a rapid before launching.  
They rationalize that by seeing many lines that can help them choose the best one.  
Unfortunately, this places them in the worst position, the most difficult to perform rescues for.   

• Difficulty Swallowing – This is a big warning sign.  A certain amount of fear can be healthy.  If you 
are at this level of fear, it’s time to portage the rapid – it will be there next time when you have 
more experience. 

• Unusual Repeated Mistakes – This is somewhat common when paddlers are stepping up to 
more difficult runs, they might not be ready for.  Some runs have a reputation.  People are very 
much influenced by the hype unfortunately.  You may notice the paddler running rapids rather 
stiffly.  They make it through the tough rapids but repeat flips in eddies and much easier rapids 
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afterwards.  This is a good time to slow down and work with them.  Choose good sneak lines to 
build their confidence.   

• Significant Behavioral Changes – Some get angry, others become extremely quiet and inward.  
We know how people typically behave, consider this a baseline.  When their behavior changes 
are quite noticeable, chances are that something is not quite right, and they may feel 
intimidated.  This is a great time to call a break to give them a chance to take a breather and 
reset.   

Master Yoda has many interesting quotes regarding fear in Star Wars, this is perhaps his most famous: 
"Fear is the path to the dark side. Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to hate. Hate leads to suffering.".  In 
paddling, we can rephrase this as follows: Fear is the path to the Dark Side.  Fear leads to danger.  
Danger leads to accidents.  Accidents lead to suffering (injuries).  Only by recognizing fear can we take 
the necessary steps to deal with it.  Recognizing and dealing with fear is crucial to good judgment. 
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